Abstract—The Argo project is a DOE initiative for designing a modular operating system/runtime for the next generation of supercomputers. A key focus area in this project is power management, which is one of the main challenges on the path to exascale. In this paper, we discuss ideas for systemwide power management in the Argo project. We present a hierarchical and scalable approach to maintain a power bound at scale, and we highlight some early results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Exascale supercomputing poses several new challenges. These include tuning for upcoming hardware technologies and changing application workflows, adhering to strict power constraints, and addressing resilience and system scalability concerns [4]. It is thus expected that exascale systems will have to manage and coordinate a massive number of resources with varying system-level constraints. The current system software stack thus needs to be redesigned in order to support future supercomputers and to address the aforementioned challenges. The Argo project [20], [21], funded under the DOE ExaOSR initiative, caters to this design issue and has the goal of providing a flexible and modular operating system and runtime for extreme-scale scientific computing.

Argo approaches the management of resources through recursive partitioning and facilitates both global, system-level optimizations and local control of resources at a fine granularity. The core of the project involves four focus areas for innovation: reconfiguring of node resources dynamically in response to a workload, support for massive concurrency, a hierarchical framework for power and fault management, and a communication infrastructure or beacon mechanism that allows resource managers and optimizers to share information and control the platform.

In this paper, we present ideas for scalable, systemwide power management from the Argo project. Section II introduces the power problem and presents related work. Section III describes the Argo model in detail, and Section IV discusses the power infrastructure. We highlight some early results in Section V and conclude in Section VI with a brief summary and a glance at future work.

II. POWER AND ENERGY

Future supercomputers are expected to be extremely power-constrained. Utilizing the available power efficiently and trans-lating the limited amount of power into application performance and system throughput are thus important areas in supercomputing research. Traditionally, supercomputers are designed to be worst-case power provisioned, wherein all components of the system can be operated at peak power simultaneously. As we approach the power wall, however, this view is changing. Recent research has explored hardware overprovisioning, a technique where more hardware capacity is available in the system and performance optimizations can be accomplished by tuning and reconfiguring dynamically based on workload characteristics [18], [23], [26]. Power-aware resource management and job scheduling for higher throughput have also been active areas of research [7]–[12], [19], [22]. Additionally, runtime systems and other mechanisms for optimizing application performance under a power bound are being proposed [5], [6], [13], [14], [17], [27], [28]. While most of this research presents novel and relevant ideas, it does not take a holistic, systemwide approach to power management. In the Argo project, we believe that in order to improve application performance, throughput and overall power utilization, power management strategies need to exist at all levels in the system stack, ranging from the node level (hardware), to the job or application level, and further to the system-level. In the sections that follow, we describe a scalable approach to systemwide power management.

III. THE ARGO MODEL

In this section, we present the details of the Argo project that are relevant to the power infrastructure. In the Argo model, the system is managed hierarchically and recursively [20], [21]. Using a recursive model simplifies reasoning about the system and facilitates efficient management of resources at scale. The top level or root of the hierarchy is the global level. The leaves of the hierarchy are compute nodes. The internal nodes of the recursive hierarchy are enclaves. These levels, described below, are depicted in figure [1]

A. Global

The global level of the hierarchy manages the system to support the objectives and constraints of the owning organization. Security concerns such as isolation, priority concerns such as job scheduling across users, and operational concerns such as the systemwide power limit are the primary concerns
of the global management system. To satisfy these objectives, managers at the global level receive telemetry from and issue commands to enclaves.

B. Enclave

The enclave levels exist between the root and the leaves in the system and represent sets of compute nodes. At least one enclave must exist on the path from the root to any leaf in the system. In the downward direction, enclaves receive constraints from above and apply settings below. In the upward direction, enclaves receive telemetry from below and produce digested aggregates that are relayed above.

C. Compute Node

The node level ends the recursion. Node managers are concerned with mapping the work and constraints received from the enclave to the actual hardware and use compute containerization techniques \cite{29}.

A global information bus (or beacon mechanism) allows for communication among the various levels and provides for a publish-subscribe mechanism for information exchange. This can be used to control and manage resources while adhering to constraints at the various levels in the hierarchy.

A runtime component called Argobots \cite{24} has also been implemented within Argo. Argobots is a light-weight, low-level threading and tasking framework for massively concurrent systems that is based in user space. It gives users control over their resource utilization and provides a data movement infrastructure. Argobots can be used to support moldability and malleability in future applications seamlessly.

IV. POWER INFRASTRUCTURE IN ARGO

The power infrastructure in Argo is based on the model presented in Section \[3\] Three major management tasks are involved. At the global level, a global resource manager (GRM) is responsible for allocating power across its children such that the global power bound is not exceeded. At the node level, a node resource manager (NRM) adjusts the local configuration and interacts with the hardware to adhere to a certain node-level power bound. Between the GRM and NRM, enclave resource managers (ERMs) are responsible for subdividing the power allocation received from the parent across the children and for maximizing enclavewide performance under the bound.

1) The GRM adheres to the system-level power bound set by the system administrators and uses the system-level policies for allocation of power to enclaves. The GRM is expected to give children suboptimal resource settings if needed to keep the machine within operational parameters. The PowSched component \cite{7, 8} was designed and implemented to operate at this level.

2) The ERM responds to changes in power allocation from its parent and applies an enclave-level policy to allocate power in support of enclavewide performance goals. While the ERM must preserve the invariants expected by the GRM, the ERMs are given a broad license regarding how they may internally allocate resources across their children.

3) The NRM responds to changes in power allocation from the ERM and applies hardware and software configuration changes to remain within the allocation target. The NRM is the only subsystem with direct control over hardware configuration and is therefore the only subsystem that can actually effect resource consumption change. As part of this effort, the msr-safe kernel and libmsr library \cite{25} were developed for power management and control on the Intel architectures that support the RAPL technology \cite{16, 27}. A power monitor, PowMon, based on these low-level tools was also implemented.

For the power infrastructure to be effective, the NRM must have the ability to monitor and control the power on various components through mechanisms such as RAPL, DVFS, and Turbo Boost \cite{15, 16, 27}. Similarly, the ERM should have access to strategies and runtime adjustable configuration settings supporting the resource constraints in order to tune for enclave-level/application-level performance. Argobots as well as other power-aware runtime systems provide such tuning opportunities at the ERM level. And, the GRM must have a global view of the entire system and the throughput across various applications. A power-aware job scheduler such as PowSched \cite{7, 8} will need to operate at this level. Additionally, communication at all levels of the hierarchy must occur in order to convey power and performance requirements. In the current version, these have been implemented with a publish-subscribe global information bus, as described in Section \[3\].

V. RESULTS

To evaluate the power infrastructure presented in Section \[V\] we implemented a live demo tool. This tool integrates all the components described in Section \[V\] which include msr-safe, libmsr, PowMon, PowSched, the Argobots runtime, and the communication infrastructure Beacon. We ported a standard
data-intensive MPI application, Graph500 [3], to Argobots for the evaluation.

We evaluated the power infrastructure on a 20-node bare-metal setup on the Chameleon cluster [1]. Each node in this cluster had two Intel Xeon CPU E5-2670 v3 processors rated at 2.30 GHz. Each CPU had 12 cores (24 hardware threads). As a demo example, the Graph500 application run comprised of two enclaves, where each enclave had eight compute nodes. Figure 2 shows a snapshot from this demo example. The application’s runtime is represented on the x-axis in all cases. The nine panels in the graph represent enclave power, node power, node temperature, node frequency, the number of execution streams from Argobots, average work units completed per execution stream in Argobots, node performance (number of traversed edges per second), node efficiency, and application performance (overall number of traversed edges per second) respectively.

The same Graph500 job was launched on each enclave. The initial power cap was set to 1400 W for both the enclaves, and the power setting was communicated from the GRM to the ERM and further to the NRM. The NRM was given the ability to make the job malleable by reducing or increasing the number of execution streams with the help of Argobots. During the application run, the power caps for the two enclaves were changed dynamically to 1000 W and 1600 W, respectively. This change triggered the NRMs in the first enclave to drop the number of execution streams and the NRMs in the second enclave to increase the available parallelism. Both enclaves adjusted to the new power cap. Note that this resulted in reduced performance in the first enclave because of the lowered power budget incurred by the changes in power allocation. As can be seen from this data, an integrated system that tunes for power has been successfully implemented in the Argo framework.

We also ported and evaluated a Charm++ application, LeanMD [2], within our power infrastructure. The results of this evaluation can be found at https://anl.box.com/s/dy84ly376sy0jjz3ukaxjbgkvf3k0u5q.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a holistic, recursive approach for systemwide power management in the Argo framework. We presented the details of the hierarchical power infrastructure and depicted some initial integration results. Having various components for management and control in place for an integrated, hierarchical system was the first step in achieving a scalable solution for power management. We note that the current setup does not optimize for performance of applications or system throughput under a power constraint. Additionally, the power and performance tradeoffs that occur as a result of added parallelism and supporting application-level moldability and malleability have not been explored yet. Future work for the power management team in Argo involves several directions, such as developing algorithms that maximize performance, algorithms that minimize the amount of wasted power, and algorithms that maximize throughput, and exploring the potential for malleable applications for power management and resilience.
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